Dear Editor,

We would like to discuss the benefits to patient referral using Whatsapp, an application for smart phones that is much used in recent times. Whatsapp is a program for sharing photographs, text, sound, and video that can be downloaded to mobile phones free of charge. Whatsapp can be downloaded to all types of smart phones, and unlimited texts can be exchanged (1). Therefore, we believe that this program can be easily used during referrals between hospitals.

We work in the Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University Faculty of Medicine, Department of Emergency Medicine, in the province of Rize in Turkey. Our hospital admits patients from the city center and surrounding provinces and districts. The mean annual number of patients visiting our hospital is approximately 180,000. Because ours is a university hospital, we have physicians from all branches of medicine. However, many specialists are unavailable in the surrounding provinces and districts, or if they are available, there is only one individual and lack of shift coverage means that intensive referrals are made to our hospital. The number of specialists in the field of orthopedic and plastic surgery is particularly very low (2). General practitioners and specialists other than emergency medicine specialists work night shifts in outlying centers. Moreover, management of extremity traumas is highly problematic. For example, when an eye disease specialist is on duty in the emergency department, the physician will wish to refer all cases of extremity trauma to our hospital. This imposes workforce and time losses on our hospital. We have started using the Whatsapp application to prevent this. The referring physician sends the patient images as a message. We have been able to guide physicians in case of simple fractures and have thus prevented the need for many referrals. We have been able to arrange splints for non-displaced closed fractures not requiring surgery and with normal motor and sensory examination and had them referred to our clinic the following day. Tests of patients scheduled for referral from hospitals with no fax machine in their emergency departments have been assessed in advance using this program. We were able to start one patient on fluid therapy needed during transportation, such as in hypo/hyperglycemia, before referral. We also wanted one patient with muscle and nerve laceration in the forearm to be referred immediately (Figure 1).

Although specialist opinion and physical examination are always essential, we believe that assessment of patients through the Whatsapp program, with the benefit of the opinion of the emergency physician, will reduce the number of referrals decided in the emergency department.
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Figure 1. Muscle and nerve laceration in the forearm